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ABSTRACT 

The massive amount of data is being extracted in every day’s life. Some data is very useful and some is just the 
garbage that means data of no use. A key term came to existence while working with or handling large data that is BIG 
DATA. Big Data is a processing system which computes the large data, analysis it and predict the meaningful outcome. 
The major role of Big Data is being played in the health care industry. If we carefully analyze the health care industry one 
of the most dangerous diseases is”Cancer”. This Paper focuses on Breast Cancer a major problem that has been increased 
in numbers. To analyze the risk of a patient there are number of factor’s involved and these factors make it tedious process 
which is hard to analyze. To simplify the process we will analyze the data set and apply the machine learning algorithm. 
The data set will be simplified and using R-tool we will implement the random forest algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data is generally a fact and figures, to extract 
meaning from the data is known as information. These 
data are collected and retrieved from various sources in 
massive volumes, high rates and different structures 
example: data collected from space, social sites etc with 
these characteristic is called Big Data. Working with big 
data is quite a big challenge. Its about taking input, 
processing and getting output. To work with a large data 
there are so many algorithms that need to be implemented. 
A Map reduce framework was build as a parallel 
distributed programming model to process such large scale 
of data set effectively and efficiently. So large data set will 
be taken and algorithm will be implemented and an output 
will predict the knowledge. 

A numerous cases have been reported for breast 
cancer patient. A breast cancer patient has so many factors 
that causes these disease. In this paper the cell nuclei is of 
breast mass is taken into existence, which have various 
factors texture, radius, smoothness etc. On this basis the 
identification is done whether the cell is Benign, 
Malignant. 

Benign means the tissues that don’t spread among 
other tissues where as Malignant means the growth of 
tissues is spread among other tissues. To identify this for 
given data set we will conclude by using the decision tree 
algorithm on the given data set. Breast Cancer is cancer 
that develops from breast tissue. Its also one of the most 
dangerous diseases in our era. About 246,660 case have 
been estimated to be spreada and the number is increasing. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Breast cancer graph. 
 

The following graph will show the number of 
reports of breast cancer form various region. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
a) Rostom Mennour and Mohamed Batouche presented 

their work on breast cancer analysis using big data 
and Hadoop in this paper the virtual screening 
technique is used for identifying the drug discovery 
using Mahout and Map Reduce. 

b) Dr. VrindaTotekar and Shweta Pandey presented the 
work on Big Data using map reduce. Key role is being 
played by the Big Data in industries for betterment 
business decisions but the main issue with Big Data 
is, its analysis, MR is playing a significant role in Big 
Data analysis and connecting to the edge of parallel 
DBMS. The performance of MR can improve the 
tuning quality but still the research work is required in 
the same direction. 

c) Karamjit Kaur Boticario Application of Data Mining 
for High Accuracy Prediction of Breast Tissue Biopsy 
Results planned an Accessible and Adaptive module, 
the Mammogra-phy Masses data set are highly 
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promising and have an accuracy of 83.5 percentage. 
d) E.S. Samundeeswari and P.K. Saranya The PRI, VoI, 

GCE and BDE cluster validation measures are used to 

compare 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Big data life cycle. 
 
the segmented result with ground truth image delineated 
by the radiologist. The proposed work outperforms the 
traditional K-Means clustering method with 96 similarities 
(PRI) between segmented tumor images with referred 
tumor image. 
 
3. BACKGROUND 

As per the introduction it has been mentioned 
there are few terminology and software to accomplish our 
objective. We will present them in this paper for better 
understanding. 
 
A. Map reduce/Hadoop 

In the Big Data Community, Map Reduce has 
been considered as one of the main methods to meet 
constantly increasing demand on IT resources imposed by 
massive data sets. The reason is the high scalability of the 
map reduce that enables massively. 

The Map Reduce system is presented as a straight 
forward and effective programming model that empowers 
simple ad-van cement of adaptable parallel applications to 
handle inconceivable measures of information on 
expansive bunches of product machines. The best of Map 
Reduce is that the developer does not need to stress over 
the usage elements of parallelism and adaptation to 
internal failure, the framework deals with it for him. The 
software engineer just needs to consider how to adjust the 
issue to the model. To do as such, he should characterize 
two obligatory and essential capacities: the Map () work 
and the Reduce () work. Hadoop is the most celebrated 
execution of the Map Reduce Model, it’s an open source 
preparing framework for enormous information, and it 
utilizes a circulated record framework i.e. HDFS (Hadoop 
Distributed File System) as a capacity stage. Hadoop is 
exceptionally reasonable for cluster sort issues, and it can 
be intense and versatile with regards to handle and 
examine vast amounts of information. Likewise Hadoop is 
a blame tolerant framework, which implies that regardless 

of the possibility that one or numerous hubs in the group 
crash, the framework proceeds with its execution with no 
issue. That is the reason we have picked this framework to 
play out our encounters. 
 
B. R-Tool 

R is a programming tool and software for 
representation and measurable for registering. R is widely 
used for statically purpose and data miners for data 
analysis is an open source software and operating system 
independent. In R language there are predefined libraries 
and which consist of predefined functions. With the help 
of it library function there is various advantages of r as per 
graphical representation there are various end to end 
graphics. 

R is an interpreted language. Generally the user 
uses it by using command line. Like several other 
languages the r has its own libraries functions. Which are 
used for various purpose. It is an easy and simple to 
implement language. 
 
4. PROPOSED WORK 

In the past work, segment will clarify how to 
build up the proposed approach for medication revelation 
with regards to breast malignancy. To start with we will 
depict the data set and how to infer it. And after that, we 
will exhibit the picked calculations and methodologies and 
how we utilize them to finish our objective. 

Dataset-In this work the advantage is centered 
around the breast tumor protein, so to choose the receptor 
4JLU which is a precious stone structure of BRCA1, this 
protein is accessible in the protein information bank 
(PDB). Since this receptor has not been investigated some 
time recently, it has been obliged to build the dataset from 
the scratch. It contains 106 distinct ligands in the PDBQT 
organize. 104 ligands were haphazardly chosen to build 
dataset, and after that the virtual screening procedure was 
performed utilizing Auto dockVina. To have a superior 
thought of the variety of results, a diagram was attracted to 
demonstrate the recurrence of estimation of partiality 
(Kcal/mol) that we have, and the chart has been plotted. 
We take the middle as a partition point, which is - 5.8 
Kcal/mol for the situation. The partition indicate is utilized 
separate amongst dynamic and dormant ligands, and it’s 
up to the analyst to choose its esteem, selecting a high 
esteem implies that it will be a significant number of 
genuine positive that will be ignored, on the creator hand, 
selecting a lower esteem implies the expansion of false 
positive number, that is the reason to pick the middle. The 
Molecular configuration PDBQT is known to be hard to 
comprehend and to break down, so in this work we have 
changed over every one of the ligands to the unique mark 
organize (FPT) which is more advantageous to be utilized 
as a part of machine learning calculations. Open Babel, an 
open source concoction tool compartment that permit 
transformations between compound structure 
configurations, was utilized to play out our change. The 
FPT string was in hexadecimal, so further change to two 
fold, the subsequent dataset was a n * m framework, 
where n = 104 is the quantity of preparing cases, and m = 
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1024 speaks to the quantity of double components. A 
vector of 104 components was likewise made and 
imported to speak to the mark class into the information 
set. 

Models-After the information development stage 
is done; the dataset was utilized to prepare five models. 
Calculation intended to be utilized as a part of the setting 
of huge information on top of the stage 
Hadoop/MapReduce were utilized as a part of this work, 
we are speaking here about calculations like the versatile 
irregular woods calculation in view of MapReduce, and 
the mahout innocent execution and so forth. Every one of 
the calculations that we have utilized here are actualized 
by MapReduce demonstrate on the Hadoop stage utilizing 
the java dialect. In this work we have utilized mahout to 
fulfill our examination, then we have done a correlation 
between the calculations and we have chosen the best 
three of them to construct a group of classifiers 
 

 
 

Figure-3. Sample data set. 
 

 
 

Figure-4. Output of data set after using melt function. 
 
5. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN  

In this paper we will be working with data set 
that has been taken from the Kaggle website. The data set 
explains about the various factors of cell nuclei just about 
the mean of smoothness, texture, concave etc. 

This data set will be taken and using r tool first it 
will be preprocessed and using melt function in r tool. This 
help to identify the filtered data from what we got. 
Generally all the function have predefined libraries. The 
libraries contain method definition and structure. For 
example the Re Shape 2 library contains a melt() function. 

After getting the filtered data the random forest 
algorithm will be applied over the data set to identify 
which part of cell is affected at very first and what are the 
factor that is concluded in the cell. 
 

Using filtered data the random forest algorithm will 
provide decision Description: To extract which predictor 
variables will predict the output of random variable. 
sample.ind ¡- sample(2, nrow(r), replace = T, prob = 
c(0.6,0.4)) 
 
varName ¡- varName[!varName 
 
varName1 ¡- paste(varName, collapse = ”+”) 
 
rf.form ¡- as.formula(paste(”y”, varName1, sep = ”  ”)) 
 
cross.sell.rf ¡- randomFor-
est(rf.form,b.s.v,ntree=500,importance=T) 
 
varUsed(randomForest(Species ., iris, ntree=100)). 
 

 
 

Figure-5. Output. 
 

 
 

Figure-6. Plotting. 
 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we come to conclusion that how the 
cell has affected the most dangerous disease Breast 
Cancer. In this paper we worked with the factors of cell 
nuclei. 

In this paper the Key idea was to work with the 
cell that identifies the Benign or Malignant. 

Benign means the tissues that don’t spread among 
other tissues where as Malignant means the growth of 
tissues is spread among other tissues. 

This paper concentrates on ”Breast Cancer” a one 
of the most hazardous sickness on the planet. To 
examinations the danger of a patient to get breast 
malignancy various variables must be represented wish 
turns into an exceptionally repetitive process; this is 
because of the way that such a large number of factors 
make it hard for us to investigation. To rearrange this 
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methodology we play out the multivariate examination of 
the breast growth chance variable information set from the 
breast disease. 

We have learnt machine learning calculations 
intended for huge information examination to do the 
characterization of cell cores into dockable and non 
dockable ones. After that, we have chosen calculations 
which are the best ones in term of exactness as per our 
involvement with the breast tumor receptor, and we have 
made a group of classifiers utilizing these calculations. 

As we trust that more information will enhance 
the model we planned, we will move it to greater bunch of 
machines where we will have the capacity to perform it on 
a higher number of ligands in a generally better execution 
time. Addi-tionally we would like to investigate all the 
more enormous information calculations for machine 
learning with regards to virtual screening 
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